
Powerful, supercritical, full spectrum cannabis extract—full cannabis profile, including rare, 
powerful terpenes

CFHempanol-CF
Cannabis Extract

TM

Supports a healthy nervous system plus calm & focus

Hempanol-CF is the cannabis extract-based “be calm 
and focused” formula for overall health support. It’s the 
only whole food, raw cannabis extract available, a 
supercritical CO2 extract. Nothing is added, and nothing 
is taken away. This is the exclusive, original, 
supercritical cannabis extract. It is derived from cannabis 
plants grown only for NAHS on certified organic soil 
and therefore is not the type that is extracted industrially 
through solvents. That’s right, much of the cannabis 
extract on the market is merely residue cannabis from the 
textile industry, where the active ingredients are 
extracted with solvents.

 Solvents typically used in material made into 
supplements include acetone, butane, which is lighter 
fluid, hexane, and alcohol. The solvents, including the 
petrochemical ones, are driven off by heat; however, in 
many cases significant residues remain. Furthermore, 
homeopathically these solvents can never be removed. 
Regardless, who would knowingly consume herbal or 
plant extracts treated with noxious solvents, the latter 
being categorical carcinogens? With Hempanol-CF, no 
such solvents are ever used, and it is extracted only 
through supercritical CO2, which is entirely a cold 
process. This means that only Hempanol-CF is raw. Thus, 
all the key nutrients, including the enzymes, are intact.

 Most cannabis extracts are processed with heat, which 
can be as high as 250 degrees. Both heat and solvents 
damage the delicate compounds in cannabis, including 
the terpenes and cannabinoids. Since Hempanol-CF is 
free of all such noxious chemicals and not heat treated, 
the natural substances contained in this formula are fully 
intact, including the highly sophisticated and exceedingly 

potent terpenes. This means that these molecules are far 
more biologically active than those found in heat- and 
solvent-treated types.

 This is the original, raw, crude, unprocessed cannabis 
extract from the hemp stalk. Accept no cheap imitations 
made from heat-extracted and/or solvent-corrupted hemp. 
Hempanol-CF is exclusively whole cannabis extract without 
any other ingredients in an extra virgin olive oil and hemp 
seed oil base. It’s easy and beneficial to use every day. The 
whole family can feel confident that Hempanol-CF is a 
blessing in a bottle.

Manufactured in the US by North American Herb & Spice
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